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Abstract

Fuzzy rule interpolation (FRI) offers a reliable approach for providing an interpretable

approximate decision with a sparse rule base, when a new observation does not

match any existing rules. As the mainstream application of a fuzzy rule base is to

extract valuable approximate information from each individual rules, existing FRI

methods typically work by postulating that the more rules used to implement the

interpolation the better the reasoning outcomes. Yet, empirical results have shown

that using a large number of rules in an FRI process may adversely lead to worsening

the accuracy of the inference outcomes, not just degrading efficiency. The objective

of this work is to set a firm theoretical foundation for the eventual establishment of a

novel FRI approach. It achieves this goal by mapping the structural patterns within a

given fuzzy rule base onto a mathematically isomorphic data space, such that the

essential information embedded in the original rule base can be effectively captured,

represented and analysed. The resulting mathematically mapped patterns enable the

production of a theorem that determines the upper limit of the number of rules

required to effectively and efficiently perform FRI. The experimental investigations

reported herein demonstrate that the number of required rules to perform FRI obeys

the theorem discovered in this work.

K E YWORD S

fuzzy rule interpolation, rule base structure, rule structural pattern, upper limit of rule number

1 | INTRODUCTION

Resolving real-world problems frequently involves the use of sparse rule bases where all the given rules jointly still cannot fully cover the entire

problem domain. One successful methodology to conduct practically effective knowledge-based reasoning under such conditions is through the

use of fuzzy rule-based interpolative reasoning (Li et al., 2021), supported with fuzzy logic and fuzzy set theory (Zadeh, 1965). This leads to a

diverse range of potentially effective fuzzy rule interpolation (FRI) mechanisms (e.g., Mamdani & Assilian, 1975; Sugeno & Takagi, 1983; Takagi &

Sugeno, 1985; Tsukamoto, 1979), working in collaboration with the classical method of pattern matching using Compositional Rule of Inference

(CRI) (Zadeh, 1973). The resulting techniques allow imprecise and linguistic terms to be readily described, and their associated relationships explic-

itly represented, enabling approximate inference to be performed that resembles human reasoning.

In particular, Koczy and Hirota proposed a seminal linear fuzzy rule interpolation-based inference mechanism to resolve the problem of fuzzy

reasoning under the condition of having a sparse fuzzy rule base (K�oczy & Hirota, 1993a, 1993b). Through the use of Euclidean distance measures
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to describe the similarity degree of fuzzy sets, when the input value falls in the gap between the antecedents of two rules in the rule base, a fuzzy

conclusion is computed following the standard linear interpolation principle. It addresses the key limitation of the conventional fuzzy rule-based

systems that work using CRI alone, where no conclusion may be drawn if none of the rules in the given rule base matches the new observation.

Koczy and Hirota's method (abbreviated to KH hereafter) offers a very useful means for implementing approximate inference under such

conditions.

Real-world problems are always complex, typically resulting in many gaps between the existing knowledge and expertise and the requirement

of successful solution to the challenging problems. Driven by such practical needs, a good number of advanced FRI techniques have emerged dur-

ing the last decades. For instance, Huang and Shen (2003) proposed an FRI method based on the exploitation of the centre of gravity of fuzzy

sets, resolving the important convexity issue that previous methods have failed to deal with, thereby ensuring that convex inputs lead to convex

outputs. In order to address interpolation with fuzzy rules that involve complex polygon, Gaussian or other bell-shaped fuzzy membership func-

tions, they also proposed a method via scale and move transformations (termed Transformation-based FRI and shortened as HS or simply T-FRI in

the literature) (Huang & Shen, 2006), which was subsequently refined for practical use in 2008 (Huang & Shen, 2008). T-FRI has since become a

leading and popular approach, inspired a family of follow-on developments (Li et al., 2021). In principle, a T-FRI algorithm works by linearly inter-

polating a new rule from two nearest rules neighbouring an unmatched observation first, and then applying scale and move transformations to

modify the resulting rule in order to derive a desirable conclusion. Such developments collectively demonstrate that utilizing an appropriate math-

ematical means in representing the underlying ideas of FRI can improve the robustness of the FRI method significantly.

Further to the classical T-FRI methods, by combining them with a feature selection technique ( Cui et al., 2010; Dash & Liu, 1997; Jensen &

Shen, 2009), a range of strengthened FRI methods have also been proposed (Chen & Chang, 2011; Diao et al., 2014; Li et al., 2005), helping to

reflect and exploit the different levels of significance embedded within different domain attributes or rules. An example is the work of Li, Li, et al.

(2020) that introduces a feature ranking-guided T-FRI mechanism, on the basis of the HS method. It has been subsequently generalized by exten-

ding to dealing with two alternative representative FRI methods, including the KH approach. As a result, conventional unweighted FRI algorithms

are reinforced with the individual attribute weights integrated within their entire reasoning procedures. Systematically comparative experimental

studies for resolving benchmark classification problems have demonstrated the effectiveness and efficiency of such weighted algorithms. The

most impressive outcome is that they work only requiring the use of the minimal number (i.e., two) nearest neighbouring rules (Li, Shang,

et al., 2020).

While promising, the weighted FRI algorithms focus on working with individual existing rules, extracting information contained within such

rules for further computation. The rule base employed is always treated as a collection of individuals ‘if-then’ product rules, no reasonable theory

exists to formally represent and analyse the underlying interpolation processes, from the perspective of the structure of a given sparse rule base,

namely the distribution of the rules in the rule base. In addition, there exists a generally observed contradiction between the theories and experi-

mental results, that is, employing more rules for interpolation often lead to a degraded interpolated outcome, despite more information may seem

to have been extracted from the rule base through the use of more rules.

To address both issues as identified above, it is desirable to devise an appropriate computational approach to formally describe and reveal the

process of FRI. That is, to mathematically represent and analyse the relevant existing algorithms to investigate whether a theoretically sound

approach that would maximize the reasoning accuracy while minimizing the computational cost may be introduced. The work presented in this

paper aims to provide an initial step towards the development that would introduce a generic theoretical FRI formulation. It helps explain the

seemingly anti-intuitive experimental results recently reported in the literature (which showed that only the least number of the nearest neigh-

bouring rules would be required to perform FRI), by providing a support for such results from a mathematical perspective. This also serves the pur-

pose of investigating any constraints imposed over the FRI methods in order to achieve the reported empirical outcomes.

The rest of this paper is structured as below. Section 2 gives an outline of the relevant background of FRI, with a focus on the existing T-FRI

mechanisms upon which to develop the proposed work. Section 3 presents the mathematical formulation of the T-FRI approach based on a

reformulation of the rule space structure. Section 4 demonstrates the results of experimental evaluations. Section 5 concludes the paper and dis-

cusses further research.

2 | KEY CONCEPTS OF FRI AND CORE OF T-FRI

This section presents the basic concepts in support of the present development, covering the generic task of fuzzy rule interpolation (FRI) and the

specification of the traditional Transformation-Based Fuzzy Rule Interpolation (T-FRI) algorithm.

2.1 | Generic task of FRI

Essentially, a fuzzy rule-based system (FBRS) can be represented by two key elements:
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• A finite and nonempty set of domain attributes D¼A[C, where A¼ Ai j j¼1,2,…,mf g denotes the set of input variables, termed antecedent

attributes, and C¼ Cj j j¼1,2,…,m
� �

does the output variable, termed consequent attribute, of the system being modelled.

• A finite and nonempty set of fuzzy rules R¼ Sn
i¼1

ri :Ai !Ci

� �
, where n denotes the number of the fuzzy rules within the model.

More formally, in an FRBS, a given rule ri �R can be described as follows:

ri: If a1 is A1
i and a2 is A2

i and … and am is Am:
i .

Then c is Ci ,

where Aj
i represents the value of the antecedent attribute aj in the rule ri , and Ci denotes the value of the consequent attribute c in ri.

The intention of a system implementing fuzzy rule interpolation is to provide a computed output value for the consequent variable when a

novel input does not match, fully or partially, the antecedent of any rule in the given rule base. FRI is generally implemented through linear inter-

polate manipulation of certain identified rules in the rule base. The process of identifying, or choosing, those rules used to perform interpolation is

guided by the observation. In other words, if there is an observation o� which can be generally expressed as:

o�: a1 is A1
� and a2 is A2

� and … and am is Am
� ,

and which does not match any rule ri �R, the aim of FRI is to construct a suitable consequent C� by linearly interpolating the consequents

Ci �C of a certain subset of the existing rules ri �R whose antecedents are closest to the observation, in an effort to derive an estimated conse-

quence of the given observation o�.

2.2 | Classical Transformation-Based FRI

T-FRI is arguably the most advanced and popular TFR method (Li et al., 2021). The original T-FRI (Huang & Shen, 2006) uses only two neigh-

bouring rules nearest to an unmatched observation, not the general form of utilizing n (n≥2) rules to do interpolation/extrapolation. However,

the use of more than two rules offers additional flexibility in T-FRI, whose generic task is commonly implemented by four key steps:

2.2.1 | Selection of closest rules

This procedure searches for a certain number of rules that are the closest to the given (unmatched) observation. The distance between a rule

rp �R and an observation o�, or any two rules rp, rq �R, is determined respectively as follows, by computing the aggregated distances between

every corresponding value of the shared attributes between them:

d rp,o�ð Þ¼ 1ffiffiffiffi
m

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXm

j¼1
d Aj

p,A
j
�

� �2
r

ð1Þ

d Aj
p,A

j
�

� �
¼
j Rep Aj

p

� �
� Rep Aj

�
� �

j
maxAj � minAj

ð2Þ

or,

d rp, rqð Þ¼ 1ffiffiffiffi
m

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXm

j¼1
d Aj

p,A
j
q

� �2
r

ð3Þ

d Aj
p,A

j
q

� �
¼
j Rep Aj

p

� �
� Rep Aj

q

� �
j

maxAj
�minAj

ð4Þ

where maxAj and minAj represent the maximum and minimum value over the entire domain range of the attribute aj respectively, and Rep Að Þ is
referred to as the representative value of the fuzzy set A, capturing the inherent information jointly depicting the overall location of A within its

domain and its geometric shape. For an arbitrary polygonal fuzzy set A¼ a1,a2,…,anð Þ, which is typically utilized in FRI, the representative value of

A, Rep Að Þ is defined as

Rep Að Þ¼
Xn
i¼1

ωiai ð5Þ
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where ωi stands for the weight associated with the vertex ai per i. Thus, the n nearest neighbouring rules (aka. closest rules) to o� can be deter-

mined as those leading to the n smallest values of the distance measured via Equation (1) between the representative value of o and that of the

antecedent of a certain rule taken from the rule base.

2.2.2 | Construction of intermediate fuzzy rule

As stated above, n closest rules to a given observation o� are chosen such that they all have a shorter distance to o� than the rest of all those

given in the rule base. Through linear interpolation of these rules, a so-called intermediate fuzzy rule r0 can be readily constructed such that

r0: If a1 is A1
0 and a2 is A2

0 and … and am is Am
0

Then c is C0

which is a weighted aggregation of the n closest rules. Typically, the weight of each input variable can be set to:

ωj
i ¼

1

1þd Aj
i,A

j
�

� � ð6Þ

2.2.3 | Computation of scale and move factors

The goal of this step is to obtain the scale rate sAj and move ratio mAj , so that the transformed representative value of the intermediate fuzzy set

Aj
0 ¼ a0j1,a

0
j2,a

0
j3

� �
coincides with that of the observed value Aj

�.

Generally, triangular membership functions offer a simple and popular means to represent fuzzy sets. For such a fuzzy value, the scale rate sAj

is set to:

sAj ¼
a�j3�a�j1
a0j3�a0j1

ð7Þ

which essentially adjusts the support length of Aj
0 : a0j3�a0j1 so that it becomes the same as that of Aj

�. With the same representative value as Aj
0 ,

the scaled intermediate fuzzy set bAj
0 ¼ da0j1,ca0j2,ca0j3� �

is obtained such that

ca0j1 ¼ 1þ2sAj

� �
a0j1þ 1� sAj

� �
a0j2þ 1� sAj

� �
a0j3

3
ð8Þ

ca0j2 ¼ 1� sAj

� �
a0j1þ 1þ2sAj

� �
a0j2þ 1� sAj

� �
a0j3

3
ð9Þ

ca0j3 ¼ 1� sAj

� �
a0j1þ 1� sAj

� �
a0j2þ 1þ2sAj

� �
a0j3

3
ð10Þ

Then, the move ratio is similarly obtained by

mAj ¼

3 a�j1�ca0j1� �
ca0j2�ca0j1 , ifa�j1 ≥ca0j1

3 a�j1�ca0j1� �
ca0j3�ca0j2 , otherwise:

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð11Þ

2.2.4 | Implementation of scale and move transformation

After calculating the necessary scale and move factors (i.e., sAj and mAj , j¼1,2,…,m), the final step is using them (through linear mapping) to derive

the required consequent of C�. That is, to modify the computed output of the intermediate rule such that it mirrors the scale and move modifica-

tions made to the aggregated antecedent of the rule. In the standard T-FRI, the overall scale rate sz and move ratio mz are obtained as follows:
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sz ¼ 1
m

Xm
j¼1

sAj
mz ¼ 1

m

Xm
j¼1

mAj
ð12Þ

As indicated previously, this work presents a novel investigation into T-FRI, in order to establish a mathematically rigorous model that depicts

the underlying approach taken by T-FRI. As the initial attempt, the work only addresses the most relevant steps regarding this development,

namely Steps 1 and 2. Steps 3 and 4 are of less direct relevance and therefore, are briefly introduced. The underlying idea of the entire T-FRI pro-

cess is shown in Figure 1, borrowed from (Li et al., 2021), whereas more details of the technical description concerning T-FRI can be found in

(Huang & Shen, 2006).

3 | STRUCTURE OF RULE SPACE IN T-FRI

While performing fuzzy rule-based interpolative reasoning, whether a rule ri �R is selected for use to implement the interpolation is determined

by Step 1, as described in Section 2.2. All such rules are subsequently treated individually. Each existing rule includes a certain amount of informa-

tion in support of the construction of the intermediate rule. Hence, it may seem reasonable to assume that the more rules are selected, the better

result may be obtained. However, as empirical results have already shown (e.g., Li, Li, et al., 2020; Li, Shang, et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2022), this is

often not the case. Therefore, an analysis of how rules are distributed within the rule base and where an observation is structurally related to the

emerging intermediate rule can provide invaluable evidence to support or refute this postulation. The present work serves as such a theoretical

investigation, supported with experimental results also.

3.1 | Mapping of rule space

To analyse the structure of a rule space R, mapping R onto an isomorphic data space RD offers an intuitive approach. Without losing generality, let

each rule ri or observation o� be mapped onto a hyper point within a space of m dimensions, i.e.,

F IGURE 1 Simplified view on FRI via scale and move transformations (Li et al., 2021)
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ri a1,a2,…,amf g�R! rAi A1
i ,A

2
i ,…,A

m
i

� �
�RD

o� a1,a2,…,amf g! oA� A1
� ,A

2
� ,…,A

m
�

� �

where aj represents the antecedent attribute in the rule ri and Aj
i represents the value of the attribute aj. Then, the mapping ri ! riD and o� ! o�D

can be shown correspondingly as follows:

riD: If ri a1,a2,…,amf g! rAi
A1
i ,A

2
i ,…,A

m
i

� �
.

Then c is Ci.

o�D: o� a1,a2,…,amf g! oA� A1
� ,A

2
� ,…,A

m
�

� �
.

These two mappings are both bijections. Therefore, the mapped data space RD ¼ rAi
j i¼1,2,…,n

� �
is an isomorphic one of the original rule

space R.

Consider a pair of rules taken from the sparse rule base: rp, rq �R (rpD, rqD �RD),

d rpD, rqD
� �¼ γd rAp , rAq

� �¼ γ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXm

j¼1
Rep Aj

p

� �
� Rep Aj

q

� �			 			2
r

¼ γ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXm

j¼1
d Aj

p,A
j
q

� �2
r

¼ γ d rp, rqð Þ ð13Þ

where γ is a constant collectively defined by m, maxAj
and minAj

, following Equations (3) and (4), such that

γ¼ 1ffiffiffiffi
m

p
maxAj � minAj

� � ð14Þ

From this it is known that for any pair of individual rules, the distance measured between them using either of the two representations (or within

either of the two spaces) remains the same to one another. This implies that the n rules to be selected for interpolation in T-FRI within Step 1 will

be the identical in both spaces.

3.2 | Handling rules of one antecedent attribute

Before addressing more general situations, consider the most specific, and simplest, circumstance first. Suppose that each hyper point rAi is only

of one dimension. Under this condition, all points rAi
�RD are distributed along a one-dimensional axis and can be expressed by rAi

Aið Þ. To be con-

cise (and without causing confusion), the (hyper) points rAi
�RD are interchangeably referred to as rules in the following. This is correct because

the data space RD is indeed an isomorphic space of the original (sparse) rule space R as discussed previously.

The intermediate rule to be sought is a linearly weighted aggregation of the n nearest neighbouring rules taken from the given rule base

(as per Step 2 of a T-FRI process, given in Section 2.2). Thus, such an intermediate rule rA0 A0ð Þ can be generally represented by

rA0 A0ð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

ωirAi Aið Þ ð15Þ

where ωi is the weight assigned to the corresponding attribute with 0≤ωi ≤1. It is easy to show that the resulting intermediate rule rA0 lies

between the maximally selected rule maxrAi
(i.e., the one that is selected which is farthest away from the observation) and the minimally selected

rule minrAi (i.e., the one closest to the observation). In general, suppose that

rA0 0 ¼
Xnþ1

i¼1

ωirAi ð16Þ

d rAnþ1 , rA0 0
� �¼Anþ1�

Xnþ1

i¼1

ωiAi ¼Anþ1�
Xn
i¼1

ωiAi�ωnþ1Anþ1
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¼ d rAnþ1 , rA0
� ��ωnþ1Anþ1 < d rAnþ1 ,rA0

� � ð17Þ

Then, each selected rule rAi
is in effect to pull the emerging intermediate rule rA0 towards itself. In other words, any selected rule rAi

contributes a

piece of information to the formation of the structure of the resulting intermediate rule rA0 so that it makes rA0 more resemble rAi itself. The

strength of rAi in acting as such a pull force depends on the weight ωi and the distance d rA0 , rAi

� �
. Therefore, assuming that the same weight is

associated with each attribute, then, a rule farther from the observation has a higher pulling strength.

In terms of the priority of which rules should be selected, there is a universal consensus in the literature, believing in that the closer rules

should have higher priorities. Thus, increasing the number of involved rules also means involve the farther rules. For easy cross referencing this

consensus is hereafter referred to as the nearest rule selection principle.

From the above discussions, it is clear that there are two situations that need to be addressed, covering:

1. The case where the hyper points are uniformly distributed.

2. The case where the distribution of hyper points is uneven so that there exist certain clusters of the points in which points belonging to one

cluster are closer than their distances to any points belonging to other clusters.

The following presents a separate analysis of these two different circumstances in detail.

3.2.1 | For space of uniformly distributed rules

The distances between every pair of neighbouring rules within a uniformly distributed hyper data space RD are approximately same. This is of

intuitive appeal since this is what a uniform distribution stands for in the first place; that is, there is no substantial distance gap between any pair

of neighbouring rules. Therefore, the pulling strengths of different pairs of neighbouring rules in the rule space will not be very different, as illus-

trated in Figure 2.

Formally, consider a rule base and an observation o� that together resemble the situation of Figure 2. In this case, the relationship of the n

closest rules rAi
, the intermediate rule rA0 and the observation oA� can be readily established, satisfying the following:

minrAi <…< rA0 <…< oA� <…< maxrAi

or,

minrAi <…< oA� <…< rA0 <…< maxrAi

This implies that if the distribution of the rule base is uniform, two closest neighbouring rules are all that is required to derive an appropriate

intermediate rule. Therefore, given the uniform distribution, if the same number of rules are chosen from both sides of the emerging intermediate

rule rA0 , the interpolative result will be approximately the same to that of choosing just two closest rules, one on each side of the observation.

These rules other than the two nearest neighbouring ones have limited contribution to the construction of the intermediate rule and subse-

quently, to the derivation of the final interpolated outcome.

An alternative observation to the above can be similarly obtained, again when given a uniformly distributed (sparse) rule base: If more neigh-

bouring rules are taken from one side of the observation than from the other (likely caused by the sparse rule base missing one or more certain

symmetrical rule on one of the two sides of the observation), the resulting intermediate rule will become biased towards the side where more

rules are selected.

3.2.2 | For space of unevenly distributed rules

This part of the discussion addresses situations where an uneven data space RD is involved in the fuzzy rule-based model. Under such a condition,

the distances between every pair of neighbouring rules within one given cluster are naturally much closer than those between pairs of rules with

F IGURE 2 Example of one-dimensional rule distribution in uniform space
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each taking from a different cluster. In other words, for any pair of rules chosen from different clusters, there is a significant distance between

them. Otherwise, the situation would have resembled a uniformly distributed space.

Without losing generality, suppose that an unmatched observation o� falls into a certain cluster, the relationship of the n rules rAi that are

nearest to o� (within the cluster), the emerging intermediate rule rA0 and the observation oA� are dealt with in the same way as described under

the condition of having a uniformly distributed (sub-)space. That is to artificially treat the given rule cluster as a standing alone ‘original’ rule base.

If, however, a situation such as what is illustrated in Figure 3 arises, where o� dose not fall into any cluster, then the following relationship

among the various model components becomes:

minrAi <…< rA0 <…< maxrAi < oA�

or,

oA� < minrAi
<…< rA0 <…< maxrAi

Hence, given the uneven distribution of the hyper points concerned, two nearest neighbouring rules are also sufficient to produce an appropriate

intermediate rule. Of course, the computation involved is now an extrapolation procedure rather than interpolation (although mathematically the

operations involved for extrapolation are the same as those for interpolation; Huang & Shen, 2008). If the number of chosen rules is increased,

based on the nearest rule selection principle, one or more rules from each of the clusters nearest to the observation need to be considered. Here,

as with the common practice in the literature, the distance between a rule cluster and an observation is determined by that between the cluster

centre and the observation. In so doing, those rules of a significant distance (with each belonging to a different cluster) will lead to a strong pulling

force in the construction of the intermediate rule rA0 , thereby making it moving too far away from the maxrAi (or minrAi ). In turn, this will cause

the intermediate rule rA0 to situate in a position too far from the observation oA� to effectively implement a reasonable (or sufficiently accurate)

extrapolation.

In summary, for systems consisting of a sparse rule base involving rules that only have one antecedent attribute, given the hyper data space

RD ¼ rAi
Aið Þ j i¼1,2,…,n

� �
, selection of just two nearest neighbouring rules is sufficient to produce an appropriate intermediate rule. Employment

of more rules in such circumstances may have a limited contribution in the construction of the intermediate rule, or even cause the quality of the

intermediate rule to decay. This conforms to the empirical discovery in the recent literature (e.g., Li, Li, et al., 2020).

3.3 | Dealing with rules of n antecedent attributes

Before extending the above analysis to more general cases, it is important to examine how the use of multiple rules may influence where the

emerging intermediate rule will reside within the rule space.

For the one-dimensional circumstance as discussed previously, using just one neighbouring rule, say the rule rA1 cannot decide on the location

of the intermediate rule. This is obvious as there is no way to perform interpolation with only one rule. However, together with rA1 , the involve-

ment of another rule, rA2 will make things different. The space in which the intermediate rule may reside in this case remains one-dimensional,

determined by these two neighbouring rules. That is, the intermediate rule rA0 will only sit on the axis fixed by these two existing rules. After that,

any further use of other rules, say, rA3 , rA4 ,…, rAn , will just alter the position of rA0 on this axis, without changing the axis itself at all, given that the

space is supposed to be on dimensional to start with.

For presentational simplicity, let V rAj

� �
denote the significance value that the rule rAj is deemed to possess contributing towards the construc-

tion of the intermediate rule (with respect to a given unmatched observation). Then, concerning the above situation, the following relations among

the significance values of the existing rules within the sparse rule base is established:

V rA1ð Þ,V rA2ð Þ�V rA3ð Þ,V rA4ð Þ,…,V rAnð Þ

where rA1 and rA2 represent the two nearest rules to the observation.

F IGURE 3 Example of one-dimensional rule distribution in uneven space
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Now, consider the situation where all hyper points rAi �RD are two-dimensional (i.e., each rule has exactly two antecedent variables). In this

case, each hyper point can be denoted as:

rAi
A1
i ,A

2
i

� �

Extending the earlier analysis to this two-dimensional circumstance, rA1 decides on nothing individually either. Together with rA2 , they jointly

determine one potential axis along which the emerging intermediate rule may reside. However, another axis needs to be decided on also, given

the two-dimensional problem. Thus, the third closest rule rA3 is used to fix this issue. After that, any following rules to be involved, rA4 , rA5 ,…, rAn

will just alter the position of rA0 within the space determined by the two axes which are in turn, determined by the rules rA1 , rA2 , rA3 . Therefore,

the inequality of the estimated value grade in the two-dimensional circumstance can be expressed as:

V rA1ð Þ,V rA2ð Þ,V rA3ð Þ�V rA4ð Þ,…,V rAnð Þ

From this, for an observation oA� X,Yð Þ, to construct the required intermediate rule rA0 A1
0 ,A2

0

� �
, only three closest rules rA1 A1

1,A
2
1

� �
, rA2 A1

2,A
2
2

� �
and rA3 A1

3,A
2
3

� �
are required. This means that the appropriate intermediate rule will never emerge from the outside of the resulting space defined

by the two dimensions fixed using these three hyper points, no matter how many other rules are used later. Thus, the appropriate intermediate

rule rA0 A1
0 ,A2

0

� �
can be constructed as illustrated in Figure 4, and three closest rules are sufficient to compute the required intermediate rule.

Finally, extending the above analysis by induction to the n-dimensional circumstance, the intermediate rule and indeed, the space of those

potentially acting as the intermediate rules can be decided by the (nþ1Þ closest rules working together, reflecting the value inequality holding

among them:

V rA1ð Þ,V rA2ð Þ,V rA3ð Þ,…,V rAnð Þ�V rAnþ1

� �
,…,V rAmð Þ

That is, in the n-dimensional circumstance (n≥2), the first nþ1ð Þ nearest neighbouring rules are more valuable than the rest; they jointly deter-

mine the final space of the intermediate rule distribution (in which the appropriate intermediate rule resides). This leads to the following theorem.

Intuitively, this theorem appropriately reflects a well-known geometric fact: that an n-dimensional simplex has nþ1ð Þ defining points

(Munkres, 1984).

Theorem 1. For hyper points rAi �RD that have n dimensions, no more than nþ1ð Þ hyper points are required to construct an appro-

priate intermediate rule.

Note that the present development is to provide a generic, theoretical review of the existing T-FRI methods from a mathematical perspective.

Particularly, it helps clarify the crucial step of closest rule selection underlying the T-FRI approach commonly followed by these methods (based

on move and scale transformations), while gaining an insight into the potential of making further improvement on them in subsequent work. As

F IGURE 4 Construction of intermediate rule in two-dimensional space
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such, no material changes have taken place regarding the interpolative reasoning procedures of any algorithm concerned, thereby the computa-

tional complexity of all relevant algorithms is not affected, remaining the same as their original.

4 | EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

This section presents a systematic experimental evaluation of the feature ranking-guided T-FRI approach over a benchmark data set, for the task

of performing pattern classification, using the rules in the mapped hyper point space. Note that as weighted T-FRI assigns a weight to each ante-

cedent attribute of every original (unweighted) rule, it makes a deviation of each weighted rule from the original rule in their mapped isomorphic

data space. In other words, their rule space structure differs from the one that would otherwise result from the mapping of the original rule base.

As with the existing work (e.g., Li, Li, et al., 2020), the step for feature-ranking involved during the FRI process does not remove any feature (unlike

what would be done while performing feature selection), all original features are utilized (except that they are now associated with a weight

derived from their relative ranks).

4.1 | Experimental setup

The benchmark data set is taken from the Knowledge Extraction based on Evolutionary Learning (KEEL) data set repository (Alcal-Fdez

et al., 2011), whose details are summarized in Table 1.

Triangular membership functions are used to represent the fuzzy sets of the antecedent variables due to their popularity and simplicity. As

the task at hand is to perform classification, the consequent variable always adopts a singleton fuzzy set (i.e., a crisp value) for its value. Generally,

different variables have their own underlying domains. For simplicity, these domains are normalized to take a value from the common range of

0 to 1 (without optimisation), as illustrated in Figure 5.

Note that the feature scores for attribute weighting are derived from either of the five methods that are utilized in the existing literature (Li,

Li, et al., 2020), where the rules are learned from data after fuzzification (Wang & Mendel, 1992). In addition, 20% of the learned rules are deliber-

ately removed randomly, in order to make the resultant rule base sparse while having a ground-truth rule base that covers the entire problem

domain to facilitate performance comparison. The classification performance is assessed in terms of the average accuracy calculated over the pro-

cess of 10 � 10-fold cross-validation.

4.2 | Results and discussion

Table 2 shows the average classification accuracies with different numbers of closest rules involved, where the method Ori stands for the conven-

tional unweighted T-FRI algorithm and the other five represent those weighted T-FRI methods with each being implemented using a different fea-

ture ranking technique [which are employed by different feature selection tools: IG (U�guz, 2011), Relief-F (Kononenko, 1994), LLCFS (Zeng &

Cheung, 2011), LS (He et al., 2005), RSFS (Jensen & Shen, 2007)].

Within Table 2, each figure highlighted in bold indicates the situation in which the use of the corresponding number (n) of the nearest neigh-

bouring rules leads to the best result (per feature ranking scheme employed). From these results, it can be seen that increasing the number of the

TABLE 1 Data set used for experimental investigation

Data set Attributes # Classes # Instances #

Phoneme 5 2 5404

F IGURE 5 Membership functions defining linguistic terms adopted
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closest rules does not improve the performance significantly for any of the five weighted T-FRI methods. In fact, the performance may even dete-

riorate as n increases. Indeed, according to Theorem 1, for the present problem, there are five antecedent attributes, thus six closest rules are all

that is required to perform the interpolation, at most. Interestingly, three of the five weighted FRI methods each require the use of only the mini-

mum number (i.e., two) of the nearest neighbouring rules to perform the interpolation. This reflects the universal consensus that those rules closer

to the unmatched observation are more valuable for performing accurate interpolation, supporting the theoretical analysis of Section 3.

It is interesting to investigate exactly how a method may perform with respect to the number of antecedent attributes selected, through

the use of which feature ranking mechanism. For this, individual weights that are derived using different feature ranking techniques (as used by

the correspondingly named feature selection methods) are listed in Table 3. Particular cases worth paying specific attention to include those

that result in one or two antecedent attributes being assigned with a weight of 0. This means that the number of antecedent attributes within

a certain rule after being weighted may be less than that of its (unweighted) original. With the reduction of attributes involved, the results still

generally obey Theorem 1 (recalling Table 2), although the outcome returned through the use of LS-supported T-FRI may no longer appear to

be the case.

The numbers of closest rules required by a T-FRI algorithm supported with a different feature ranking method are summarized in Table 4. A

question may, therefore, arise for the case where attribute weights are computed using LS; that is, why such a weighted method requires at least

one more closest rule to perform interpolation (ignoring the fact that Theorem 1 ultimately holds when the number of the original antecedent

attributes is considered). This is likely caused by the involvement of a further approximation incurred during the process of computing the attri-

bute weights. Unlike the other feature ranking methods employed, where the fuzzy terms representing the attribute values are directly used in

feature evaluation and ranking, for LS it is the representative value Rep Að Þ of a fuzzy A that is used. As such, this method inevitably leads to a cer-

tain amount of information loss, producing a zero weight for the first attribute incorrectly. Nonetheless, as stated earlier, compared to the real

number of the original rule antecedent attributes, Theorem 1 stands.

TABLE 2 Average accuracy (%) versus number of nearest neighbouring rules for interpolation

Data set
Selection Number of closest rules (n)

Method 2 3 4 5 6

Phoneme Ori 57.10 54.16 57.54 58.91 59.19

IG 67.33 64.93 63.45 64.63 65.08

Relief-F 64.78 62.89 62.91 63.71 63.82

LLCFS 64.59 61.56 60.99 60.65 61.02

LS 60.47 61.28 60.28 61.47 62.43

RSFS 61.67 61.34 61.76 61.82 60.39

TABLE 3 Attribute weights computed with different ranking schemes

Method Antecedent weights

IG 0.2852 0.0792 0.0125 0.5724 0.0507

Relief-F 0.1326 0.0414 0 0.7286 0.0973

LLCFS 0.0001 0 0 0.7416 0.2583

LS 0 0.4541 0.0988 0.1995 0.2476

RSFS 0.0016 0.0016 0.0016 0.9938 0.0016

TABLE 4 Number of closest rules required vs. theoretical upper limit

Method Informative attribute # Theoretical upper limit # # leading to best result Original attribute #

Ori 5 6 6 5

IG 5 6 2 5

Relief-F 4 5 2 5

LLCFS 3 4 2 5

LS 4 5 6 5

RSFS 5 6 5 5
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5 | CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a completely new view to describe FRI in general and T-FRI in particular. As the very first attempt to such a structural

approach to theoretically verifying FRI, the paper has analysed the relationship between the number of antecedent attributes in rules, the number

of closest rules, the intermediate rule and the (unmatched) observation. It has experimentally verified how these core concepts within a T-FRI

algorithm are related. Theoretically, it has shown that no more rules than one plus the number of the rule antecedent attributes concerned is

required to perform effective interpolative reasoning. It is also shown that often a much smaller number, or even just the minimum number

(i.e., two) of the closet rules are needed to run weighted T-FRI. This offers a mathematically sound conclusion that helps explain the relevant

empirical observation in the literature: the employment of more than two rules closest to an unmatched observation does not necessarily lead to

more accurate interpolated outcomes but instead, may result in less accurate outcomes (due to the involvement of less relevant or possibly mis-

leading rules).

The results achieved so far are very promising. However, this is an initial investigation. As such, significant limitations remain. For instance,

the present experimental verification only involves the use of just one data set. Systematic experimental studies over a wide range of different

data sets would help to reaffirm the promising results. Furthermore, other investigations may also reinforce the approach. One is to extend the

work from the employment of a static rule base to that of a dynamic one. This would be practically more useful as many real-world problems

require a dynamic rule base to deal with the changing environment (Naik et al., 2018). In addition, it would be helpful to consider alternative evalu-

ation functions that may be adopted to estimate the contribution of each attribute to the final interpolative outcome. In so doing, the impact of

every individual rule upon the FRI process may be more accurately assessed, from which the most relevant neighbouring rules to unmatched

observations may be more efficiently identified. Last but not the least, how this novel approach may be exploited to help solve challenging real-

world problems such as medical diagnosis and risk analysis (Mac Parthaláin et al., 2010) forms an active research.
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